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Our process for printing on canvas allows a work of art, with proper care, to last hundreds 
of years without deteriorating. It’s thrilling to know that we’ve played a role in keeping these 
pieces as beautiful as they are today for future generations.

Unigraphic Color Corporation has been a front runner in printing technology since it was 
founded in 1972. We are very proud of our reputation, both locally and nationally, as a 
producer of a high-quality printed product, no matter the size or complexity.

Unigraphic Color Corporation

all SIZeS lISTed aRe IMaGe SIZe OnlY
MInOR vaRIaTIOnS Of eaCh aRTWORk enhanCe IT’S UnIqUeneSS

Limited
Edition
Prints
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Yankel Ginzburg was born March 23, 1945 
on a military base in alma-ata in the Soviet 
Republic of kazakhstan where his parents 

served as officers in the Red army. educated in 
Israel and now a resident of the United States, 
Ginzburg has been a prominent force in the 
contemporary art world for nearly four decades.
 
as a young child, Ginzburg traveled from Russia to 
his Jewish father’s homeland of Poland, where his 
father learned that none of his relatives had survived 
the holocaust. at age 12, Ginzburg and his family 
immigrated to Israel to escape persecution and 
he embraced his Jewish heritage. Seeking a way 
to express himself during these tumultuous times, 
Ginzburg soon turned to painting and was quickly 
discovered by alexander klugman and accepted 
to the prestigious Institute of art in Israel, the 
youngest student to ever attend.
 
quickly establishing himself as a major force in 
the contemporary art world, Ginzburg caught the 
attention of french artist Marc Chagall, graduated 
from the art academy with honors, and had a 
series of one-man shows before the age of 25.
 
feeling that he had achieved all he could in Israel, 
Ginzburg settled in the United States in 1970, 

ABOUT THE ARTIST FLAmBOYAnT
image size 26” x 34”
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where he has continued to shape and influence the art world. In addition to his elegant and boldly 
colored paintings, Ginzburg’s pioneering work in optical acrylic sculptures has captured the imaginations 
of collectors and critics the world-over. he has continued to exhibit his artwork in one-man shows 
worldwide and his artistic achievements have been chronicled in five hardbound art books, a 1979 
documentary film by eli nisan, and, in 2004, the nationally-televised documentary “ladders” directed by 
liron Unreich and narrated by harry Belafonte.
 
Ginzburg is also noted for his humanitarian efforts on a global scale. he founded the fund for democracy 
and development, which raised more than $240 million to aid the people of the former Soviet Republics. 
Together with Senator Bennett Johnston, he helped raise two tons of infant formula and medical supplies 
for the people of Cambodia and personally delivered them. he has been a strong advocate of the peace 
process in Israel, is the vice-President of the International Jewish fund for disaster Relief, and a board 
member of The Middle east Policy Council.
 
Touching people around the world, Ginzburg has been awarded the humanitarian honor award first 
Class by the Russian federation, admitted to “Who’s Who in american art,” and recognized at the 
Global Peace and Tolerance lifetime achievement awards. Most recently, Ginzburg has received 
honorary doctorates of humane letters fom College Misericordia and keuka College in 2006 and 2007, 
respectively.

wOmAn In FLOwERS
image size 26” x 34”
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a portfolio of thirteen images lithographically printed
and hand-embellished by the artist

e ach image in this portfolio is printed in a limited edition size of 71; 40 numbered pieces, 
25 artist’s Proofs, and 6 dedicated Proofs. all lithographs are printed on high quality 

canvas with archival oil-based inks under the artist’s personal supervision by Unigraphic 
Color Corporation, Plymouth, Pennsylvania USa. all canvases are stretched on wood 
produced by fredrix Stretchers USa in the artist’s studio, hand-embellished with oil-based 
paints, and covered with lightfast lacquer. each exemplar is certified, hand-signed, and 
numbered by the artist.

The inks used in printing these canvas lithographs are made with the finest ingredients 
available. The inks are 100% solids, meaning there are no solvents or v.O.C.’s used in 

their creation. The pigments are the most expensive used by the ink manufacturer for any 
of the products they make. Other ingredients include resins and linseed oil.

The result of the care and craftsmanship used in the manufacturing process is an ink of 
the highest strength, excellent transfer, low water pick-up, and the highest gloss. The 
permanence of the inks has been projected in hundreds of years. This finest of fine inks 
combined with lithographic screenings enables the best possible graphic productions.

archival Inks

Stochastic Screening

The alternative screening method that eliminates moire artifacts and rosette formation 
is known as stochastic, or frequency-modulation (fM) screening. Stochastic screening 

accomplishes the same effect as conventional screening, but uses equally sized dots 
whose number per unit surface area is made proportional to the tone value that must be 
reproduced. as a matter of fact, the dot pattern of stochastic screening can be regarded 
as the result of breaking up conventionally screened halftone dots into smaller fragments 
of equal size and randomly positioning those microdots over the same surface area. The 
microdots of stochastic screening techniques are obviously smaller than the halftone dots 
of conventional screening and typically of the order of 10 to 60mm.

In GOndOLA’S SHAdOw
image size 34” x 26”
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POET’S mASk
image size 26” x 34”

Recently the conceptual art movement has proven to the world that 
the process of creativity is the art.  during my latest collaboration 
with Unigraphic Color Corporation on my lithographic prints, I have 
proven to myself that the process of creation at its highest level is 
aRT and the by-product of it is merely a reminder of our creativity 
and inspiration.  The quality and perfectionism of my collaborators 
is just as important as the equipment — the fine plates, the fine 
inks, and fine canvas — that is used.  The Unigraphic team under 
my leadership drew inspiration from my designs and created the 
finest art by-product that this graphic process allows.  I am very 
proud of our achievement and eager to approve and sign this newly 
published series of limited edition prints.
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during the plateing process at Unigraphic Color Corporation, PA

Final examination before approval
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dAnCInG wITH LIGHT
image size 26” x 34”

RESTInG On YOUR LAURELS
image size 26” x 34”
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HOmAGE TO GOLdOnI
image size 34” x 26”

discussing color tones
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PEACEFULLY dRIFTInG
image size 34” x 26”

Patiently waiting for plateing to be completed
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AS YOU wISH
image size 34” x 26”

BY THE wIndOw
image size 34” x 26”
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dOGwOOdS
image size 26” x 34”

working with the Unigraphic team to determine the next move in the printing process
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AdRIFT
image size 26” x 34”

The proceeds from the sales of this print will benefit College Misericordia, Dallas, PA.

In THE PRESEnCE OF ABSEnCE
image size 26” x 34”


